CYCLE ROUTE 4

DISTANCE 41.5 KM
Itinerary
1.

From the campsite, cross the ‘Beerzerweg’ and turn
left onto the bicycle path
2. In Beerze, after the farmhouse with street number 21
(left), turn left on the dirt road (‘Beerzeresweg’)
3. At the fork, continue to the right (‘Schapenweg’)
4. First dirt road on the left
5. At the T-junction, turn right
6. You will reach a paved road (‘Marsdijk’); turn right
here
7. This road takes you to ‘Beerzerweg’
8. Cross ‘Beerzerweg’ and turn left on the bicycle path
next to ‘Beerzerweg’
9. After about 1 km, look carefully before crossing the
motorway then continue along the bicycle path
10. At the crossing; turn left (direction Diffelen/Rheeze)
on the bicycle road to the left of ‘Stuwdijk’
11. After about 1 km you will cross the Vecht via a
barrage with fish ladders
12. First paved road on the left (‘Grote Esweg’)
13. Follow this road; you will pass twice under the N36
14. At the end of the road, follow the bicycle path along
the ‘Rheezerweg’
15. After about 500 m cross the ‘Rheezerweg’ to the right
onto the bicycle path (‘Schalmmaatdijk’)
16. The bicycle path reaches a paved road (‘Marsweg’);
turn right here
17. In Rheeze, turn left onto the ‘Rheezerbrink’
18. Immediately after, continue right at the fork
19. First road left (at ANWB mushroom 24688)
20. This road continues onto a bicycle path; continue
along this bicycle path
21. At the end of the bicycle path, turn right on the
cobbled street
22. Keep following a succession of cobbled streets and
bicycle paths
23. After the ‘Hardenberg’ sign, on a small cobbled street
in a bend to the left, go right onto the bicycle path
24. After the small sports field and before the residential
neighbourhood, turn right and continue along the
bicycle path
25. At the T-junction, turn right; you will now go through
a bicycle tunnel
26. At the next T-junction turn left (towards the centre)
27. At the end of the bicycle path, cross ‘Europaweg’ and
continue on ‘Molenplein’
28. Follow ‘Molenplein’
29. At the end of the road, turn left (‘De Brink’)

30. Follow ‘De Brink’; ‘De Brink’ becomes ‘Hessenweg’
31. You will reach a crossing with traffic lights; go straight
ahead
32. At the other side, continue along ‘Hessenweg’ on the
right
33. At the T-crossing go right (still ‘Hessenweg’)
34. First road on the left (‘Boslaan’)
35. Again first road on the left (‘Brandweg’)
36. At the crossing, go straight ahead (‘Weidebuurt’)
37. After the Reformed Church (on the right), turn right
(‘Frits de Zwerverlaan’)
38. At the end of the road turn right (‘Rheezerweg’)
39. Soon after, at ‘Clara Feyoena Heem’, turn left
(‘Oude Rheezerweg’)
40. This road becomes a bicycle path
41. At the end of the bicycle path, turn left
(‘Rheezerweg’)
42. Soon after, turn right (‘Grote Beltenweg’)
43. First road on the right, towards Oldemeijer
(‘Larixweg’)
44. At the crossing, turn left (‘Oldemeijerweg’)
45. At the cemetery, first road right, onto the bicycle path
(‘Willemsdijk’)
46. At the T-junction, turn left off the bicycle path (at
ANWB mushroom 25107)
47. At the paved road, continue on the bicycle path
48. Keep following the bicycle path
49. The bicycle path eventually reaches a paved road (at
ANWB mushroom 25105 you will already see the road,
but stay on the bicycle path)
50. Cross here and continue on the unpaved bicycle path
(at ANWB mushroom 25104)
51. At the crossing of forest trails: go left
52. You will reach a paved bicycle path; turn right here
53. You are now once again on ‘Rheezerweg’
54. Go left here on the bicycle path along ‘Rheezerweg’
55. At house number 99 (you will see a picnic area in
front of you), cross ‘Rheezerweg’ to the right and
continue on the dirt road. The dirt road takes you to a
paved road
HERE YOU HAVE A CHOICE: LEFT OR RIGHT
56. To the left, you will cross the Vecht on a bicycle/foot
ferry that you must operate manually
57. If you are alone or with people who should not exert
themselves, rather choose the other direction

Option 1) to the left
58. After about 400 m (before a bend to the left) go right
onto the bicycle path (‘Eikenknuppeldijk’)
59. This bicycle path takes you to a bicycle/foot ferry
(self-service); cross the Vecht here
60. Follow the bicycle path on the other side until you
reach a paved road
61. Turn right off the bicycle path onto the paved road
62. At the crossing, go right (‘Mölinksweg’)
63. At the T-crossing (ANWB mushroom 24685) turn
right (‘Buurtweg’)
64. Go straight on at the crossing
Option 2) to the right
65. After about 400 m (before a bend to the right) go
left, then immediately right onto the bicycle path
(‘Schalmmaatdijk’)
66. The bicycle path takes you to ‘Rheerzerweg’
67. Cross this road and go left on the bicycle road next to
‘Rheezerweg’
68. You will again cross a barrage over the Vecht
69. At the lookout hill (left), again cross ‘Rheerzerweg’
and continue on the bicycle path (‘Wiechminkpad’)
70. You will cross a small bridge over a side arm of the
Vecht
71. The bicycle path continues onto a cobbled street
(‘Brinkweg’)
72. At the T-junction, turn left
73. At the crossing, turn right (‘Buurtweg’)
From here, 1) and 2) are the same again
74. At the fork, go right on the cobbled street
(‘Brinkweg’)
75. First road on the right (after about 150 m, also
‘Brinkweg’)
76. Left at the fork

77. At the next fork, go left again (towards ‘doorgaand
verkeer’ (through traffic)
78. You will now be on a bicycle path along
‘Hardenbergerweg’
79. Cross ‘Hardenbergerweg’ here (diagonally to the
right); watch out!
80. On the other side, turn left on the bicycle road
81. Just after: turn right on ‘Pallegarsteweg’
82. After crossing the railway line, follow the paved road
with a bend to the right
83. After you have passed De Pallegarste campsite on the
right, you will reach an intersection; go straight ahead
84. You are now on ‘Beerzerhaar’
85. After a tunnel and a railway line, take the first dirt
road to the right (‘Knolsdijk’)
86. At the end of the dirt road, turn right on the paved
road (‘Zwarteweg’)
87. After crossing the railway line, immediately go left
onto a dirt road (‘Oude Beerzerweg’)
88. Continue left at the fork
89. At the T-junction, turn left
90. You will cross the railway line once again
91. The dirt road becomes a paved road (‘Beerzerhooiweg’); turn right here
92. First dirt road on the left (‘Vennedijk’)
93. First forest trail on the right (after about 600 m)
94. You will reach an entrance of Landschap Overijssel;
take the left road
95. Continue along this forest road
96. You will reach a dirt road at a railway crossing;
turn right across the railway line
97. Continue along the dirt road; this will take you to
‘Beerzerweg’
98. Turn right onto the bicycle path and back to
Camping De Roos
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